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AI and analytics maturity warrants a centralised knowledge group or team that oversees conceptualization and implementation of organisation-wide analytics and AI projects.
Council Post: A practical guide to building AI & Analytics maturity
A 2022 PwC Pulse Outlook Survey found that CHROs are increasingly focused on leveraging quality talent, with 61% saying that hiring and retaining talent will be a key investment for their companies in ...
3 essential strategies to win the war for talent
Digital ethics must exhibit phronesis, which is practical wisdom where values intersect ... Within industry and government, the compliance culture has taken a firm hold and so strangles the ...
Reimagining ethical digital technology
One thing that stood out to her was a growing frustration building as ... Daimler shares some practical know-how on taking a systems approach to designing company culture at organizations large ...
Creating The Culture You Want To See In Your Company
The spread of digital banking and financial services apps in Nigeria has been driven by Nigeria’s youthful demographic who use them in more contemporary ...
Strengthening your financial wellbeing through investment
Quint connects the Metaverse to real-world luxury, and we’ll find out how in this update. Quint was founded by ...
How Quint Connects the Metaverse to Real World Luxury
A point-of-care trial is an operational approach to conducting clinical trials that integrates clinical research and routine care delivery; it holds the potential to make clinical trials more ...
Improving Evidence Generation Through Point-Of-Care Trials
Through their coursework, students build a digital portfolio demonstrating their preparedness to do practical UX work in a variety of ... MS Museums and Digital Culture or MS in Data Analytics and ...
User Experience, Advanced Certificate
The idea of robots and all those things, while it maybe is great for garnering headlines, it's not practical in the ... better connected culture and meet customers where they are. The investments ...
No McRobots in the restaurant - McDonald's CEO Chris Kempczinski has a more practical digital transformation menu in mind
Even though the conversation today tends to focus on finding new talent to hire, it’s as important as ever for organizations to continue nurturing the next generation of leaders.
16 Ways Companies Can Nurture The Next Generation Of Leaders
However, in practical terms ... to the basic nation building bricks of discipline, unity and commitment. As stated earlier, the major component of nationalism is culture which is represented ...
Focus needs to be on nation building instead of fighting over national emblems
Appnovation ranks among the top technology work cultures in Canada, prioritizing balance, wellness and overall employee satisfaction. Appnovation included on the 2022 List of Best Workplaces™ in ...
Appnovation included on the 2022 List of Best Workplaces™ in Technology
But "Andor," a spinoff of the "Star Wars" standalone movie "Rogue One" that premieres on September 21, avoided Stagecraft and opted instead for building practical sets, according to "Andor ...
The next 'Star Wars' series, 'Andor,' could look a lot different than 'Obi-Wan Kenobi' — thanks to it leaning into 'old school' practical sets
practical realist. People can rely on you. You are also caring, compassionate and generous. Many of you are workaholics. This year you are building something either tangible in a physical sense ...
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